Each contestant draws 3 topics. The topic titles are read to the contestant orally. The contestant has one minute to make selection. Make a record of topic selected by contestant and be sure this is the topic the contestant speaks on in the contest. Return all topic numbers to “hat”, so that each contestant has 18 topic choices. Contestants, therefore, might be speaking on the same topic. Contestants have 30 minutes to prepare their speech.

When the contestant is introduced to the judges, the topic should be read to the judges. Judges each have a copy of all possible topics which could be selected.

---

**EXTEMPORANEOUS SPEAKING LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT EVENT PREPARATION ROOM INSTRUCTIONS**

Speaker | Chapter | Topic/Topic # Selected
--- | --- | ---
1. | |
2. | |
3. | |
4. | |
5. | |
6. | |
7. | |
8. | |
9. | |
10. | |

Return to the Wisconsin FFA Center with official results of the Extemporaneous Speaking Event Results.